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President’s Report
We are mindful that in these
unprecedented times and until
the COVID-19 pandemic has been
eradicated, life will be difficult for
everyone. Those being treated for
cancer will be particularly vulnerable.
Please use your technology to keep
in touch with all of your loved ones
who you may not be able to physically
visit. Follow instructions from the
Government and Health Authorities as
they are given. This will help slow the
transmission rates, keeping our most
vulnerable love ones safe and staying
well.
Our subcommittee volunteers are
situated in rural, regional and remote
Queensland. Through their community
involvement they are proactive in
supporting patients in their own district
by fundraising for financial assistance
grants and in some districts, putting
together patient pamper packs and
funding nurses. It truly is an important
service, and we are very grateful to all
of those individuals and our supporters.
We have included some information
about each of the towns where we have
volunteers and subcommittees. Please
consider visiting these towns after
travel restrictions have been lifted
or for your next vacation. We do have a
such glorious State!

The BPCAQ is pleased to announce
new members for our Brisbane
committee. We welcome Mrs Dinie
McConnel, Mr Sydney Williams QC
and Dr Chris Pyke. We look forward
to their contribution and input
towards the management of the
association.
The Brisbane office has recently
relocated. We are now located at
292 Water Street, Fortitude Valley.
The Board is pleased to announce
that following our seminar in
Mackay last year, we applied for
a community seeding grant from
QCoal Foundation to assist us in
establishing a patient grants and
nurse education fund. In February
QCoal very generously awarded us a
$15,000 grant and we are thrilled to
announce that we can now provide
services to the Mackay and Bowen
Basin region. Our goal is to identify
volunteers and supporters in the
region who will help us to establish
a subcommittee so that we can grow
our services there permanently.
We have also been exploring the
investment of funds into a Prostate
Cancer research project. A number of
our board members attended a QUT
Institute of Health and Biomedical
Innovation lab tour in February.

We would like to thank
and acknowledge our
generous supporters, we
simply could not provide our
services without your help
and donations. Our work is
ongoing and requests for our
services grow each year and
we are certainly going to be
called upon to help people
through this difficult time. If
you can donate, no matter
how small, we would greatly
appreciate your support!

Dr Marie Burke
President

Nurse News
As part of our Connecting the Unconnected Nurse
Networking program we had intended on sponsoring
eight nurses from across Queensland to attend the Cancer
Nurses Society of Australia Annual Congress that was
scheduled to be held in Brisbane in 18-20th June this year.
However, due to the COVID-19 restrictions the Congress
had to be cancelled. We continue to share information
with cancer nurses across Qld and are encouraging them
to establish and maintain strong peer support networks
and meetings.

In September 2019, McGrath BCN Nancy Scott from
Bundaberg had the pleasure of attending the 5th World
Congress on Controversies in Breast Cancer (CoBrCa), in
San Francisco, California, USA. This was possible with the
assistance of a travel grant from the Breast and Prostate
Association of Queensland, the McGrath Foundation and
personal funding.
Four hundred delegates were present and represented
30 countries from around the world.

Nurse News
The focus of the meeting was debates, covering controversial
clinical questions that apply to day to day practice.
Some of the topic covered included:

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) role for ER +, HER2

Negative breast cancer.
This debate created great interest and particularly relevant to Australia, as
we are increasingly using NACT as a common approach to treatment in
larger tumours. This is also common approach to people wanting to avoid
mastectomy. We are increasingly seeing pathology reports at the time of
core biopsies including receptor status in their reports. This is enabling
decisions about treatment to be made earlier. The majority of the congress
agreed a pathological complete response allows de-escalation of further
therapies.
Genetics - Panel testing for breast cancer patients. Testing would enable;
Surgical procedure decisions, Assessing neoadjuvant therapy efficacy,
Informing follow up surveillance frequency. Interplay of lifestyle and
genetics in Breast Cancer.

Bilateral mastectomy with reconstruction has high
acceptance.
• Mutation carriers with breast cancer may be more open to bilateral
mastectomies than mutation carriers without cancer
• Survey study of women with genetic mutations (100 with prior breast
cancer and 104 without) found that those with breast cancer were:
1. significantly more concerned of screening failure than women
without breast cancer &
2. Less concerned about cosmetic result of risk reducing mastectomy.
Availability of nipple sparing mastectomy may improve outcomes.
Significantly better psychosocial and sexual well-being in nipple sparing
versus skin sparing.

In Bundaberg we still tend to follow guidelines and do axillary clearances
for larger tumours for eg, greater than 3cm. What has changed is treating
a LSN with a micromet under 2mm in a SLN as node negative disease and
treating it with radiation therapy rather than an axillary clearance.

New Strategies In Early triple-negative breast cancer
- Stacy Moulder MD Anderson Cancer Centre, Houston, USA, spoke on triple
negative breast cancers are typically aggressive, impact younger women
and can be associated with breast cancer gene mutations such as BRCA.
She discussed the PARP inhibitor trail with Talazoparib in BRCA associated
cancers, which showed a complete response rate of over 50%. She
discussed immunotherapy in the early setting, describing the I-SPY trial with
the combination of pembroluzumab and paclitaxel with is estimated to
have a complete response rate of 60%.
She concluded that immunotherapy in the neoadjuvant setting should
be considered investigational in localized disease. She suggested that
the ideal sequence of therapy and optimal combination strategies
remain undetermined. Patient selection for immunotherapy needs to be
improved. Important considerations for toxicity include hypothyroidism,
hyperthyroidism, adrenal or pituitary insufficiency, pneumonitis and
renal failure.

Magtrace - Magnet liquid used to map lymphatic system.
Tracer that maps quickly, in approximately 5 mins.. Easy to detect where it
collects in the axilla. Detectable for many days after injection. Iron oxide,
sugar, salt & H2O. No nuclear radiologist required
Advantages: Seeds can be placed days prior to surgery. Allow uncoupling of
radiology. Seed can remain in place.
Interestingly enough, there are very few hospitals in Australia doing the
Magseed. Bundaberg are about to come on board with this and drop the
hookwire. Dr Emila Dauway has been using this technique in Gladstone.

Optimal lifestyle medicine program - Whole foods plant-based

Visions for Breast Cancer in 2025. Pathology: DCIS will have

diet naturally low in fat and refined carbohydrates, Stress management,
Moderate exercise, Psychosocial support was highlighted as beneficial.
In 1,500 women with early stage breast cancer, higher consumption of
fruits and vegetables, walking at least 30 mins six days per week and not
being overweight were associated with a 50% reduction in the risk of
death from Breast Cancer.
In Australia, we are seeing an increase in the use of PET scans, however,
unlike other overseas countries, PET scans have become a standard of care.
It was a relevant debate with upcoming changes to funding for PET scans
for patients with breast cancer.
The debate highlighted the fact that there is a role for PET/CT in staging
higher risk breast cancer patients. The other major benefit is that this type
of staging is stopping unnecessary surgery.
Issues in locoregional management. With the growing use of neo-adjuvant
chemotherapy, there is still indication for Axillary lymph node dissection
(ALND) but the niche is shrinking.

Thank you again to The Breast and
Prostate Cancer Association of QLD for
providing me with a grant to attend this
wonderful conference. Extract from
report by Nancy Scott.

a completely different name & that the histopathology report could have
a completely new look. Systemic Therapy: Immunotherapy will become
a standard of care in Breast Cancer. Prevention of metastatic disease
development – giving enough treatment
to cure and reducing side effects at the
same time.

Nancy Scott
McGrath Breast Care Nurse
Bundaberg
Phone: 07 4150 2979
Email: nancy.scott@health.qld.gov.au

Research News
BPCAQ has been exploring investment into research projects and were
recently introduced to a number of researchers from QUT Institute of Health
and Biomedical Innovation (ihbi). We are pleased to report that a number of
our members attended a tour of the QUT ihbi laboratory that is situated at
the TRI building on the PA Hospital campus.
Present from our committee was; Sandy Cassidy, Michael Crouch, Jill
Elliott, Luke Anderson and Tracey Plumridge. Helen and Rob Barrett from
Longreach was also present representing the Westn’ Breast committee,
subcommittee for the Central far west regions.
We are grateful for the participation of all of our subcommittees towards
investment into research that we feel is an important project to improve the
testing and identification of aggressive prostate cancers.

Sharyn Tidwell and Lynne Burns from QUT
guided us through the lab of TRI and the
Australian Prostate Cancer Research Centre
– Qld (APCRC-Q) laboratory introducing us to
Associate Professor Jyotsna Batra (in blue below)
and Srilakshmi (Sri) Srinivasan (in the lab coat).
We met with Professor Colleen Nelson, Dr Brett
Hollier and Dr Jenni Gunter at the morning tea
who spoke about the other projects that they are
working on.
Our board members were particularly interested
to learn more about the improvement of the
PSA testing which is the project that Associate
Professor Jyotsna Batra and Sri are working on.
They explained that through testing of DNA
they have discovered that they may be able
to develop a test that would identify which
individuals are most likely to develop the more
aggressive tumours.

Our understanding is that the current PSA
tests detect when there is an elevation in
PSA readings but does not distinguish which
prostates are likely to become cancerous, and if
those cancers are slow or fast growing.
The goal is to develop a more accurate PSA test
so that the unnecessary removal of prostates is
prevented and those with aggressive prostate
cancer can be better identified and treated and
those with less aggressive prostate cancer can be
monitored rather than removed.
Some of the other projects that QUT ihbi are
working on include repurposing existing drugs
that may be effective in the treatment and
management of prostate cancer. The lab we
visited has a focus on prostate cancer, however,
Brett Hollier has previously researched breast
cancer and sees common traits present in both of
these cancers.

Barcaldine – Westn’ Breast

Seek adventure in Central West Queensland;
Climb Starlight’s Lookout, take a ride in a
galloping horse-drawn stagecoach and learn
about Australia’s heritage in Longreach. Witness
footprints of a dinosaur stampede at the
Lark Quarry Dinosaur Trackways and see the
world’s largest collection of Australian dinosaur
fossils at The Australian Age of Dinosaurs
Museum near Winton. Swim, kayak, water-ski
or cruise the Thomson River or fish for yellow
belly and red claw crayfish under the red river
gums in Longreach. Blackall is home to the
historic Woolscour, Jacky Howe monument in
commemoration of the fastest hand-shearer in
the world, plus don’t forget to see the Black
Stump! Watch teddy bears come to life in Tambo
and admire the old machinery lining the main
street of Ilfracombe. Visit the birthplace of the
Australian Labour Party in Barcaldine and head
to Blackall for an artesian bubble-spa.

Subcommittee News
With the restrictions placed upon gatherings
due to COVID-19 all events and fundraisers
are required to be cancelled or put on hold.
We ask that if you are able, please
continue to support our charity so that
we can continue provide our services.
As many cancer patients are amongst our most
vulnerable, they will be requiring our help as
the effects of the virus escalates. Donations can
be made via our website www.bcaq.com
or direct deposit to our bank account –
please email our office for account details;
enquiries@bcaq.com
As well as thanking our supporters for each
town, we’d like to remind our supporters of
the attractions within our glorious Queensland.
Only when travel restrictions have been lifted
please consider visiting one of the towns
where we have volunteers and buy goods from
regional and rural businesses if you can.

–Anouk Jaaniste is the newly appointed Cancer
Care Coordinator in the central western districts.
Anouk has often relieved in the position over the
past year or so and it is terrific that she is now
permanently appointed. We had hoped to host
the seminar in our district this year, but due to
the COVID-19 we will postpone it until next year.
We thank a number of community groups and
businesses who have supported our district,
including; Rachel and the Simpson Desert Oasis
for conducting a “shave for a cure” fundraiser in
October last year raising an incredible $5,099.90
for our district! The Outback Barrel Horse Circuit
(pictured below) held their annual event and
donated an amazing $2,255, the barrel horse
race was held in Blackall on the 9th and 10th
of November and was a huge success! and the
Windorah Development Board donated $1,620.

Participants of the Outback Barrel Horse Circuit 2019 by Jaz Photography

Blackbutt – The Nanango Golf Club hosted the Ernie Stubbs Memorial Golf Day,
We thank Gordon Watt for organising this day and all of the local businesses who sponsored
this event which raised $710. Sponsors included: Fitzroy Hotel, Kelly Trotter Motor Group, Baileys
Earthmoving, Supa IGA, Luxe Serenity, Nanango Jewellers, Good Price Pharmacy, A1 Golf Shop,
Nanango Newsagency, Bendigo Bank, Mini Golf Creations, South Burnett Refrigeration, Ken Mills
Toyota, Nanango RSL, Crusty’s Pizza, Heritage Bank, Nanango Pharmacy, Riverina Stock Feeds,
BMR Building Solutions.
The South Burnett is the home of Australia’s peanut and navy bean industries. It’s also Queensland’s
largest wine producing area and has some of the best inland waterways in the State. Not surprisingly,
there’s lots to see and do including; Golf – Blackbutt and Nanango have beautiful golf courses and
they support BPCAQ, Arts and Craft, Antiques, Museums, Clubs and parks.

Subcommittee News
Emerald – The Emerald Annual dinner
– save the date for Saturday 8th August. We will
remain hopeful that the ban on gatherings will
be lifted by then. To keep up to date, follow us
via Facebook: Emerald Committee of the Breast
& Prostate Cancer Association of Qld.
Thank you to all of the supporters who hosted
events for us during the past six months. We are
grateful to the Emerald Golf Club for hosting
their Golf Day on the 26th October last year and
thank all of the participants and supporters from
that event!
Emerald is a tranquil town that is located on
the Nogoa River in Queensland’s beautiful
Central Highlands. Surrounded by the best of
Queensland’s countryside, the town is known
for its nearby sapphire gem fields. Whether
you’re stopping by for a few days or just passing
through, there’s plenty to explore in the town
and the surrounding area. We’ve included our
top five things to do in Emerald from national
parks to lakes to searching for a sapphire of
your very own. Here are our top picks; Van Gogh
Sunflower Painting, Minerva Hills National Park,
The Sapphire Gemfields, Lake Maraboon and
Emerald Botanical Gardens.

Goondiwindi – We would like to thank

Rotary Goondiwindi for donating $15,000
towards the Cancer Care Nurse Position. This
position has been tremendously supported by
the community including the Weengallon Ladies
Day Committee who contributed towards the
bulk of this project. The Weengallon Ladies have
also contributed substantial funds towards the
patient assistance grants for Goondiwindi and
St George districts plus surrounding districts,
plus contributed towards the operating costs of
BPCAQ. We thank Donna Cronk-Squire for her
wonderful fundraising initiative “Chalk it Up” and
“Fight like a Girl”. In late October 2019,
20 ladies held raffles and raised $2,754.50
towards the Goondiwindi Nurse project.
Donna presented a cheque to Toni Jakins.
Rich in history and agriculture the Goondiwindi
Cotton Tours are not something you want to
miss! Visit a Goondiwindi working cotton farm
and join the Goondiwindi Cotton Tours team
behind the scenes for a guided tour of the town.

Fraser Coast/Wide Bay – We would like to thank Tiaro Craft Cottage for their
ongoing support and donation. We are very grateful to Elizabeth Dudarko for hosting her fundraising
event and donated $370. We also wish to thank Christine Regan for organising a cake stall raising
$700 and the Burrum Heads Fishing Club for donating $250 for the region. The Maryborough and
Hervey Bay Support Groups have kindly held fundraiser and given Christmas donations over the past
six months for which we are grateful. We are also very appreciative to St Luke’s Anglican School
for hosting their Annual Seniors Graduation Pink High Tea in October last year donating $13,000.
St Luke’s are wonderful supporters of our district.
With World Heritage listed Fraser Island, Lady Elliot Island, the UNESCO recognised Great Sandy
Biosphere, marine parks, wetlands, ancient rainforests, a stunning coastline of pristine, white sandy
beaches, Mon Repos turtle rookery and the best Whale encounters experience in the world on our
doorstep, you are spoilt for choice. Don’t forget about those magnificent humpback whales, get close
enough to feel the sea spray from their breach while watching them swim in their natural playground.
In addition, with its rolling hills and national parks offering a diverse range of activities such as
camping, rock climbing, fishing, canoeing, four-wheel driving, horse riding, with quaint
B & B’s, homesteads and farm stays.
Maryborough is the birthplace of PL Travers who wrote the wonderful story of Mary Poppins.
Our “Walk” and “Don’t Walk” signs are of Mary Poppins and you often see visitors to the town taking
photos of them. We also have a statue of Mary Poppins under the bedroom window of P L Travers.

There are some beautiful historical buildings
including Old Customs House which is open to
the public, at advertised times, and is a great
place to learn about the history of the early
days. Near the Customs House is the statue of
racehorse, Gunsynd, and the Tree of Knowledge,
which has information on how it was used
by the locals to determine the possibility of
flooding of the river.

Subcommittee News
Mackay
We are looking for volunteers
to represent BPCAQ in Mackay.
We are thrilled to announce that
QCoal Foundation has awarded
BPCAQ a seeding grant to help
establish services for the Mackay
and Bowen Basin region.

We can now provide patient assistance and
nurse education grants for this district. Patients
can enquire with the breast care nurses or the
urology nurses at the Mackay Hospital or contact
our office for more information. We would also
like to encourage any community minded people
to assist us to establish a subcommittee in that
region who will help with raising funds and
awareness. As a volunteer for the region you will
help promote our services that helps support the
patients within your community. Any funds raised
or donated in the Mackay region will utilized for
the patients and nurses in that region. Please
contact our office if you would like to volunteer
for us in Mackay.

St George – The Weengallon Ladies

Day committee are to be celebrated for
their most incredible donation towards the
Goondiwindi Cancer Nurse Project, Patient
Assistance Grants for St George, Goondiwindi and
towards the operating expenses of the Brisbane
office, plus an additional pledge to establish a
patient assistance grant for patients in drought
effected districts. After 20 years of hosting the
Weengallon Ladies Day event, the committee
have decided to retire but wish to see that their
legacy continues to service the community via
delivery of patient support via BPCAQ.
Demonstrated by the people of the Balonne Shire who have come together to celebrate the recent
rain that has washed off the dust and has their rivers running again. In true bush style, on a shoestring
budget, they’ve created a parody of Tourism Australia’s 15-million-dollar Kylie Minogue ’Matesong’
campaign. The star-studded cast of the ’St George Matesong’ includes a local jillaroo, Lucy Sevil, who
is the daughter of our volunteer in St George, Amelia Sevil.
Highlighting the beauty of this district, this short music clip is an invitation for everyone to come and
visit the postcard perfect Balonne Shire for the holiday of a lifetime. Here is our video youtube link:
https://youtu.be/EoKgixXL0Rs
Walk along the two kilometre stretch of shady riverbank walkway flanking the town. The Balonne
Shire has a reputation for the best inland fishing in Queensland. Settle in at the riverbank for a quiet
afternoon in search of the great Murray cod and Yellowbelly. There are also plenty of quiet spots
to picnic and throw in a line like Beardmore Dam and Jack Taylor Weir. You’ll have a whole new
appreciation for the humble egg once you’ve visited The Unique Egg in St George. You’ll see the work
of local character and artisan Steve Margaritis and his daughter Panorea who have created the world’s
only display of carved, illuminated emu eggs.

Chinchilla/Miles – We thank Origin Energy for their kind donation of $385.

Patient support for the district can be obtain via McGrath Breast Care Nurse; Suzanne (Sue) Fawkes
ph: 0429 120 889. For Western Cluster Palliative Care please contact Melissa Sankey PH: 0417 452 704,
or Dalby Community Health PH: 4672 4000.
Chinchilla draws tourists as well as those passing through and it’s no wonder with a diversity of flora,
fauna and abundant bird life. Find time to explore Chinchilla and the rest of the Western Downs region
and you will be pleasantly surprised. Start at the very friendly Visitor Information Centre and ask about
fossicking for petrified wood, where to catch a fish, where to find the bird life and seek advice and
direction about our local attractions and features including the annual watermelon festival. Miles
premier attraction is the excellent Miles Historical Village and Museum in Murilla Street which has as
its centrepiece an accurate recreation of a Queensland country town’s main street at the turn of the
century, which contains over thirty buildings including a bootery, post office, a general store, bakery,
the Union Hotel, a butcher’s shop and a dairy.

Mackay is where rainforest meets ocean in the
rugged Cape Hillsborough National Park, swim
in crystal-clear rock pools at Finch Hatton Gorge
and search for the elusive platypus in the rivers
of the Eungella National Park. On the water,
spot dugongs in the designated sanctuary at
Clairview or snorkel right from the beach on
Keswick Island, one of the southernmost of the
Whitsunday Islands on the Great Barrier Reef.

Subcommittee News
Rockhampton – We are delighted to
announce that Helen Gudmann has accepted our
invitation to represent BPCAQ in Rockhampton.
Helen has been a tremendous supporter of
BPCAQ over a number of years by conducting
her famous Annual Pink Cup Cake Stall at the
Mater Hospital in Rockhampton each October.
Incredibly Helen has raised over $26,000 since
2015, which has helped very many patients and
provided scholarships to nurses in the district.
The Beef City of Rockhampton is booming;
a modern throwback to the heydays of
Queensland’s colonial past, offering all your
cosmopolitan conveniences in a contemporary
riverside setting.
There are plenty of places to keep the kids
occupied including the newly redeveloped
Riverbank Precinct, the beautiful Botanic
Gardens and Zoo, which is proudly home to more
than 70 species of native and exotic animals, and
a must do for families is a visit to the recently
opened Kershaw Gardens Central Precinct Playground and Water Play area!
When the sun sets on the mighty Fitzroy River,
premium dining can be found along the heritagelisted streets, with some of the best steak
houses, restaurants, pubs, clubs and cocktail
bars. Rockhampton is the heart of the Fitzroy
Basin, Australia’s second largest river system,
and bordered by the brooding Berserker Ranges,
ultimately delivering the best of both worlds for
outdoor and adventure buffs.

Visitors to Mt Archer National Park can now
enjoy outstanding views of Rockhampton from
the new Nurim Circuit Elevated Boardwalk
extending 25 metres outward and 7.5 metres
high on the mountain top.

Toowoomba – On Saturday 14th March
Naomi Kinast held a fundraiser titled “Bids, Bites
& Brews” in the heart of Toowoomba at Sweet
Talk Cafe. She has raised over $7000 to support
BPCAQ and our Toowoomba community! Naomi
said; This was made possible by the incredible
team and owner of Sweet Talk, Lauren JansonRoberts, business sponsor Amy Willis, our major
sponsor and businessman, Steve Claydon.
Thank you to all our Toowoomba businesses and
attendees for supporting Bids, Bites & Brews so
generously!” We are extremely grateful to Naomi
for this fundraising initiative and for raising
awareness in her community about breast and
prostate cancer and the work of our volunteers
in Toowoomba.
With stunning views of the Table-Top Mountain
and the Lockyer Valley, Toowoomba is also
nicknamed as the Garden City because of its
vibrant parks and gardens that are brought to
life during springtime.
Taking advantage of its colourful and lovely
gardens, the people in Toowoomba host a
yearly parade, the Carnival of Flowers — which
happens every September, where they showcase
their amazing and vivid flowers and hold a lot of
activities.

Subcommittee News
Mitchell
It is so lovely to look out and see GREEN!!!!
Dams all full also. All the little towns need as
much help as possible at the moment. The
Booringa Action Group can provide information
and photos on their website:
www.mitchellqueensland.com.au
The Spring Hill Country Craft Retreat will
hopefully be held on the 30th May this year.
For those interested in Patchwork Quilting, Gay
Burey has materials and craft supplies. She
also runs workshops and has accommodation
for those attending her workshops. For more
information please contact Jenny Hockey email:
jlhockey@bigpond.com.
Soaking in the soothing mineral springs at
Mitchell is just one of the surprises that awaits
you in this quaint town on the edge of the
outback.
Many a sun-scorched traveller has found bliss
floating in the thermal mineralised waters of
the Great Artesian Spa. It’s relaxing for the body
and therapeutic for the soul, and a precious
natural resource that the locals proudly share.
Located in Mitchell’s aquatic centre, the Spa
offers two large pools, one warm and one cool,
of natural artesian water. It has been designed
for easy access, with a hydro chair for those with
restricted mobility.
You can explore magnificent sandstone
formations, and pristine native ecosystems
and take in magnificent panoramic vistas at
numerous sites throughout the area. Accessing
the Mt Moffatt section of Carnarvon National
Park is easy from Mitchell. Nature lovers will
be impressed with the abundance of wildlife
including over 250 bird species living in and
visiting the area.

Thank you for your support!
QCoal Foundation, Goondiwindi Rotary, Ashurst Lawyers, Ritchies Stores, ABC Staff Giving, Good2Give,
Full Pest Management Emerald, Emerald Gas Supplies, Glenarbon, Cooinda Cropping, G J Deacon Builders,
Tiaro Craft Cottage, South Burnett Regional Council, Goondiwindi Mah-jong Group, Patrick Refrigeration,
Rotary Club of Goondiwindi, PayPAL giving, Weengallon Ladies Day Committee, Sullivan & Nicolaides Rockhampton,
Simpson Desert Oasis, Grill’d Fortitude Valley, PayPal Giving, Greenbank RSL, Outback Barrel Horse Circuit,
Royal Queensland Yacht Squadron, Windorah Development Board, Burrum Heads Fishing Club, Origin Miles,
Blackbutt Golf Club, Maryborough Breast Cancer Support Group, St Luke’s Anglican School Bundaberg
M Stevenson, C Regan, P Ellem, M Lum, T Plumridge, D George, G Cory, J Burt, A Brett, E Harms, D Everingham,
E Dudar, F Schafer, M Hodder, J Knight, C Ward, B Donnelly, D Cronk, Jim and Dorothy, P Bellamy, J Lahz, M Peters,
C Wilson, Blake Family, A Croft, N Malfita, M Glasser, L Jackson, S Ket, S Allison, K Forrestal, S Shelton, J Munro,
V Leggett, S Murphy, C Biggs, M Heineman

About the Breast and Prostate Cancer
Association of Queensland Inc.
In 1993 the Breast Cancer Association of Queensland Inc. was established
with the purpose of using funds raised to benefit Research, Treatment,
Prevention, Community Education and provide support for those with breast
cancer and their families.
In February 2012 BCAQ received permission from the Department of Fair Trading to change our
name and model rules to incorporate services for Prostate Cancer. Our Association is now called
“Breast and Prostate Cancer Association of Queensland Inc”.
A large membership in Queensland will increase the influence it has on governments and sponsors
to assist in the search for better diagnosis, treatments and hopefully, eventual prevention.
Become a member now!

DONATION AND MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Donations can be made via our website: www.bcaq.com
Email enquiries@bcaq.com for our bank details if you’d like to
deposit by internet banking.

Title

Please enrol me as a Member of the BPCAQ. I enclose:

Given Names

Surname

Membership Subscription Fee (2020– 2021)
Due from 1st July 2020		
$ 10.00

Street Address
Suburb/Town

Postcode

Contact Numbers: Home

Business

I would like to make a donation:
(Donations over $2.00 are tax deductible)		$
		

Email:
Method of Payment:

Cheque

Mastercard

Visa card
/

Card number

✂

Expiry Date CVV

TOTAL $
Please complete credit card details
or make cheques payable to:
Breast and Prostate Cancer Association of Qld Inc.
PO Box 970, SPRING HILL, QLD 4004
Email: enquiries@bcaq.com Web: www.bcaq.com
Phone: 07 3666 0614 (Mon – Thur 9:30 am – 3 pm)

